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Humans are believed to have evolved a unique motivation to participate in joint activities that first
develops during infancy and supports the development of shared intentionality. We conducted five
experiments with bonobos (Pan paniscus) and chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) (Total n ⫽ 119) to assess
their motivation to spontaneously participate in joint activities with a conspecific or a human. We found
that even the youngest subjects preferred to interact together with a human and a toy rather than engaging
in an identical game alone. In addition, we found that subjects could spontaneously interact with a human
in a turn-taking game involving passing a ball back and forth and used behaviors to elicit additional
interaction when the game was disrupted. However, when paired with a conspecific, subjects preferred
to interact with an object individually rather than together. Our results indicate that nonhuman apes are
motivated to engage in triadic activities if they occur spontaneously with humans and require a minimum
amount of coordination. These findings leave open the question of whether these activities are coordinated through shared intentions.
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intentions with others (Gilbert, 1992; Searle, 1995; Tomasello,
1999; Trevarthen & Hubley, 1978; Tuomela, 1995). This foundation allows humans to develop levels of collaboration that require
joint commitment and coordination through overt communication
about shared goals (Gräfenhain, Behne, Carpenter, & Tomasello,
2009; Gustafson, Green, & West, 1979; Ratner & Bruner, 1978;
Warneken, Chen, & Tomasello, 2006).
The shared intentionality hypothesis (Tomasello & Carpenter,
2007; Tomasello et al., 2005) was proposed based in part on
experiments demonstrating that children are spontaneously motivated to engage in joint activities with others. For example,
Warneken et al. (2006) gave children the opportunity to engage in
cooperative social activities with an experimenter. If this adult
partner interrupted the joint activity, many children made attempts
to reengage him as if attempting to reinstate a shared goal. Such
reengagement attempts seem to be made with some understanding
of the partner’s intentions. Children were more likely to attempt
such reengagements when partners were unable rather than unwilling to cooperate (Warneken et al., 2012). Similarly, children were
more likely to attempt reengagement if the experimenter announced a prior commitment to the activity (Gräfenhain et al.,
2009). Lastly, these results cannot be explained as the child using
the experimenter as a “social tool” to accomplish a nonshared goal.
Children were just as likely to reengage the experimenter when the
child could complete the activity herself as when the activity
required a second individual (Warneken, Gräfenhain, & Tomasello, 2012). Therefore, it seems that children represent the shared
intentions underlying these activities and are motivated to share
these experiences from early in human ontogeny.
The hypothesis that humans possess a species-unique motivation and skill for shared activity has been tested comparatively by
examining the behavior of chimpanzees. In both field and exper-

Human cooperation is unusual for its frequency and complexity
(Hare, 2011; Hill, Barton, & Hurtado, 2009; Tomasello, 2009).
Some developmental psychologists have proposed that human
cooperation has its foundation in unique social motivation and
intention-readings skills that develop within the first years of life
(Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005; Trevarthen,
1982). Human children are not only motivated to understand the
intentions of others but are also driven to actively share their own
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imental studies chimpanzees have been shown to cooperate skillfully with conspecifics (Boesch, 2002; Hare, Melis, Woods, Hastings, & Wrangham, 2007; Hirata, 2003; Melis, Hare, & Tomasello,
2006a; Melis, Hare, & Tomasello, 2009; Mitani, Merriwether, &
Zhang, 2000; Watts & Mitani, 2001; Yamamoto, Humle, &
Tanaka, 2009). However, the extent to which these behaviors are
driven by shared intentions remains unknown. To evaluate this
question, Warneken et al. (2006) presented chimpanzees and human children with a series of social games that required cooperation with a partner. Compared with the children, the chimpanzees
had little interest in joint activities that did not result in a concrete
goal (i.e., food). The chimpanzees also showed no evidence of
reengagement attempts when the experimenter disrupted the activity (Warneken et al., 2006). They did not wait near the play area
nor did they encourage the experimenter to continue playing by
touching him or gesturing. Instead, they most often disengaged and
attempted to solve the task individually (see also Hirata, Morimura, & Fuwa, 2010). Based on these differences between humans and chimpanzees several authors have concluded that shared
intentionality and the motivation that leads to its development may
be a uniquely human trait (Burkart, Hrdy, & Van Schaik, 2009;
Tomasello, 2009; Tomasello & Herrmann, 2010).
However, several limitations in the studies by Warneken et al.
(2006) suggest that additional nonhuman ape research is warranted. First, the cooperative tasks were relatively complex, and
only one subject showed any form of coordination in the majority
of games. This may be partially attributable to the fact that subjects
were not familiarized with the apparatus beforehand. Consequently, subjects may have been attracted to the novelty of the
apparatus, rather than the potential for joint activity (chimpanzees
are neophilic relative to human children; Herrmann, Hare, Cissewski, & Tomasello, 2011). Further, with minimal evidence for
coordination in these tasks, it is possible that subjects’ lack of
response to the interruptions was simply because no robust social
activity had been established to interrupt. Therefore, the hypothesis that chimpanzees are not motivated by triadic social games
requires additional experiments using activities carefully chosen
for this species. Several observational studies from captivity and
the wild suggest that great ape species do participate in bouts of
triadic play (Gómez, 2010; Ingmanson, 1996; Plooij, 1978; Tanner
& Byrne, 2010) when the games are simple in nature (e.g., play
with a stick, piece of fabric, or ball). For example, Gómez (2010)
reports a series of triadic interactions in which a gorilla repeatedly
exchanged a ball with a human in a turn-taking sequence. Thus, it
is important to identify appropriate social games for these species
before experimentally testing subjects’ behavior when the game is
interrupted.
Lastly, Warneken et al. (2006) tested a small sample of chimpanzees (n ⫽ 3), and no bonobos (who are equally related to
humans) were studied. Bonobos are more tolerant than chimpanzees when cofeeding (Boesch, Hohmann, & Marchant, 2002;
Hashimoto, 1997; Kano, 1992), allowing them to cooperate more
flexibly with a wider range of individuals—including strangers
(Hare & Kwetuenda, 2010; Hare et al., 2007). They have also been
observed to engage in a number of triadic activities for which there
is no evidence in chimpanzees (Palagi, 2006; Pika & Zuberbuhler,
2008). Thus, bonobos are an especially important species to consider for this topic.

In a series of five experiments we tested whether a large sample
of bonobos and chimpanzees spontaneously participate in joint
instrumental activities. We also examined the effect of the subjects’ age, sex, and species on behavior. We predicted that if the
motivation for triadic social activities is unique to humans, nonhuman apes would show little interest in joint engagement with
objects or turn-taking games and would opt to play individually
when possible. Further, if shared intentions are unique to humans
we predicted that apes would show no attempts to reinstate a joint
activity, disrupted by a human experimenter.

Experiment 1
We first tested whether a group of young bonobos and chimpanzees prefer to interact with an object together with a human, or
alone. Two sets of identical objects were presented and a human
experimenter played with one of the objects. If a subject approached the experimenter, she attempted to play together with the
subject and object. Between trials we varied the objects available
and the familiarity of the experimenter.

Method
Subjects and apparatus. Fourteen bonobos (Pan paniscus; 8
male, 6 female, mean age ⫽ 3.8 years, range ⫽ 2–5) and 16
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes; 9 male, 7 female, mean age ⫽ 3.5
years, range ⫽ 1–5) participated (Table S1). All chimpanzee
subjects live in semifree ranging conditions at the Tchimpounga
Chimpanzee Sanctuary, Pointe Noire, Republic of Congo. All
bonobo subjects live in semifree ranging conditions at Lola ya
Bonobo sanctuary, Democratic Republic of Congo. The majority
of apes at both sanctuaries are orphans of the bushmeat trade who
have been reintroduced to species-typical social groups and environments (large forested enclosures) at the sanctuary (Cox, Rosen,
Montgomery, & Seal, 2000; Farmer, 2002). All apes are familiar
with humans through routine feeding and medical care but spend
the majority of their time in conspecific groups with limited human
contact. For a description of these populations see Wobber and
Hare (2011).
In all experiments apes were tested in familiar dormitory rooms,
and experimenters interacted with the subjects through the mesh
walls of these enclosures (subjects and experimenters were not in
the same enclosure). We used 30 cm ⫻ 30 cm green plastic squares
and 2-m nylon ropes as the objects with which apes were allowed
to interact. Both of these specific objects were unfamiliar to apes
at the time of testing, although rope and plastic are common
materials at the sanctuaries.
Procedure. In each session two identical objects (green plastic squares or rope) were positioned ⬃ 2m apart. Once these
objects were in place subjects were allowed 2 minutes to habituate
to the experimental setup. In test trials, subjects were first centered
with a food reward, delivered by an individual who did not
otherwise participate in the trial. Then the experimenter approached and played with one of the objects for 1 minute. The
experimenter manipulated the object playfully (e.g., by rattling it
against the enclosure or juggling it between her hands) and mimicked ape laughter (as in MacLean & Hare, 2012) but did not
actively solicit the subject’s attention; the apes were allowed to
behave freely. If the ape approached the experimenter, the exper-
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imenter attempted to play with the object together with the subject
(e.g., by swinging one end of the rope playfully, or wiggling or
tapping the plastic square while the subject held the object). On
half of the trials, the experimenter was familiar to the ape (sanctuary staff) and on the other half the human was a stranger (a
visiting researcher). The identity of the experimenter (familiar,
stranger) was alternated between trials and the condition for the
first trial was counterbalanced across subjects. The location of the
object that the experimenter played with was counterbalanced
within subjects and the location of the object that the experimenter
played with on the first trial was counterbalanced between subjects. Each subject participated in four consecutive trials with the
nylon ropes and four consecutive trials with the plastic squares—
the order of which was counterbalanced between subjects.
Scoring and analysis. All trials were coded from video. We
recorded (1) the first object the subject touched and (2) the amount
of time that subjects spent within arm’s reach of each object. We
calculated (3) the percentage of time that subjects spent within
arm’s reach of the object the human was playing with as a function
of the total time they spent within arm’s reach of either object. We
compared the object that subjects first touched to chance using
one-sample t tests. The time that each subject spent near the two
objects was compared by paired-sample t tests. To explore the
effects of species, sex, and age on performance we included these
variables as factors (Species, Sex) or covariates (Age) in General
Linear Models with measures 2 and 3 (described above) as the
dependent measures. Analyses of sex differences are reported in
the supplementary online materials (SOM). Forty-one percent of
chimpanzee trials and 43% of bonobo trials were coded by a
second individual naïve to purpose of the study in order to assess
interrater reliability. All reliability scores were excellent (object
first touched:  ⫽ .85; time at object near human: Pearson’s r ⫽
.97; time at object away from human: Pearson’s r ⫽ .93). Statistical values for supplemental results are shown in the SOM and
Table S2.

Results
Overall preferences. Overall, apes of both species preferred
to interact with the object that the human was playing with (and the
human) rather than interacting with an identical object alone.
Chimpanzees and bonobos spent an average of 70 ⫾ 5% and 66 ⫾
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6% of their total time respectively near the object that the human
was playing with (see Figure 1), and 29/30 subjects spent some
time in proximity to the object the human was playing with across
trials. Within-subjects t tests for each species indicated that both
chimpanzees (t15 ⫽ 4.24, p ⬍ .01) and bonobos (t13 ⫽ 2.42, p ⬍
.05) spent significantly more time within arm’s reach of the object
that the human was playing with than the other object. Analysis of
the location of subjects’ first touches revealed a similar pattern.
Both chimpanzees and bonobos first touched the object that the
human was playing with more frequently than expected by chance
(chimpanzees: 77 ⫾ 3.7%, t15 ⫽ 7.40, p ⬍ .01; bonobos1: 70 ⫾
7.4%, t12 ⫽ 2.73, p ⬍ .05). The identity (stranger or familiar) of
the individual who played with the subject had no effect on either
species’ behavior (mean percent time near familiar: 64 ⫾ 5%;
mean percent time near stranger: 67 ⫾ 5%; Table S2).
Species, sex, and age effects. There was no effect of species
on the percentage of time that subjects spent near the object the
human was playing with (F1,24 ⫽ 2.13, p ⫽ .16).1 Although we
tested only infants and juveniles in this experiment, age significantly predicted subjects’ behavior. Specifically, increases in age
were associated with an increased amount of time near the object
that the human played with (F1,25 ⫽ 7.63, p ⫽ .01). However, the
proportion of time that subjects were near the object that the
human played with (controlling for total time spent near either
object) did not vary as a function of age (F1,24 ⫽ 2.96, p ⫽ .10).1
Therefore, older subjects likely spent more time near the human
simply as a byproduct of more time interacting with the objects.
SOM and Table 1 show that males interacted together with the
experimenters longer and for a larger percentage of the testing time
than did females.

Discussion
Subjects of both species preferred to interact with an object a
human was playing with rather than an identical object alone. Both
species were more likely to first touch the object near the human
experimenter and spent a greater proportion of time near this
object. The identity of the experimenter did not affect subject’s
preferences. Finally, for subadult apes, older subjects showed an
increased tendency to interact with objects for longer time periods.
Therefore, both young bonobos and chimpanzees showed a strong
motivation to interact together with an object together with a
human, rather than alone.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 showed that young bonobos and chimpanzees
prefer to interact with an object together with a human, rather than
alone. Experiment 2 measured whether these species have similar
preferences for joint activity with a conspecific. Pairs of chimpanzees and bonobos were given the opportunity to interact with a
rope either jointly or individually. Given that subjects preferred to
interact with the same object as a human in Experiment 1, we also
varied whether a human joined the activity.
Figure 1. The amount of time that subjects spent within arm’s reach of an
object a human was playing with versus an identical object elsewhere in the
enclosure.

1
One bonobo was excluded from this analysis because she did not touch
either object on any trial.
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Table 1
Species and Age Group Differences in Experiments 1–3
Experiment

Condition

Measure

Species
difference

Sex
difference

1
2
3

—
Conspecific
Conspecific
Human

Time playing near human
Percent time touching same rope
Percent time touching same rope
Percent time touching same rope

—
—
C⬎B
C⬎B

M⬎F
—
—
—

Age
difference
ⴱ

Young ⬎ Old
—
Young ⬎ Old

Note. M ⫽ Male; F ⫽ Female; C ⫽ Chimpanzee; B ⫽ Bonobo.
All subjects were subadult.
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Method
Subjects and apparatus. All subjects lived at the sanctuaries
described in Experiment 1. Thirty-eight chimpanzees (20 males,
18 females) and 30 bonobos (16 males, 14 females) participated
(Table S1). Apes were tested in male–male (MM), male–female
(MF), and female–female (FF) pairs. No individuals were used in
multiple pairs. To explore the effects of age we divided pairs of
both species into a younger group (both apes ⱕ8 years; 18 chimpanzees mean age: 5.6 ⫾ 0.4 years; 16 bonobos, mean age: 5.7 ⫾
0.4 years) and older group (both apes ⱖ8 years; 20 chimpanzees,
mean age: 14.0 ⫾ 0.7 years 14 bonobos, mean age: 15.3 ⫾ 1.5
years) with multiple instances of each pair type (MM, MF, FF) in
both age groups for both species (chimpanzee pairs—younger: 2
FF, 4 MM, 3MF, older: 4 FF, 3 MM, 3 MF; bonobo pairs—
younger: 2 FF, 4 MM, 2 MF; older: 3 FF, 2 MM, 2 MF). Individual
apes within each pair lived in the same social group at the sanctuary and were familiar with one another before the experiment.
The same pairs were tested in both the conspecific and human
conditions, which were always administered in this order. Three
nylon ropes (3 m long) were attached to the enclosure mesh 1 m
apart from one another and ⬃1 m above the ground. The center of
each rope was tied to the enclosure such that each rope was divided
into two segments of equal length.
Procedure. Once the ropes were installed, subjects were allowed to enter the room. We measured subjects’ interaction with
the objects in two conditions. In the conspecific condition, subjects
were allowed 1 min to behave freely in the presence of their
conspecific partner. In the human condition, the experimenter
played with the center rope and subjects (along with their partner)
were allowed one minute to behave freely in the room. The
experimenter manipulated one end of the center rope playfully
(e.g., by pulling the rope, tossing it in the air, or waving the rope
in circles) while mimicking ape laughter. If a subject approached
the rope the experimenter was playing with he attempted to play
with the rope together with the subject but did not otherwise solicit
the subject’s attention.
Scoring and analysis. All sessions were coded from video.
On a second-by-second basis, we measured the amount of time that
each subject made physical contact (hands, feet, mouth) with each
of the ropes. From these observations we calculated the amount of
time that subjects spent simultaneously touching the same rope
as their partner (or the human) as well as the total amount of time
that they spent touching any of the ropes. To control for differences in the absolute amount of time that subjects touched the
ropes, we determined the percentage of time that subjects touched
the same rope as their partner(s). This percentage was used as the

dependent measure for analysis. Data were analyzed using a General Linear Model with Species, Age Group, Sex, and Pair Composition (MM, MF, FF) as explanatory variables in the model.
Analyses of total time touching the ropes as well as sex differences
and pair composition are reported in the SOM. A second coder
naïve to the purpose of the study coded the behavior of one
individual in 26% of chimpanzee pairs and 27% of bonobo pairs to
assess interrater reliability. The scores of these coders were highly
correlated (Pearson correlation ⫽ .96, p ⬍ .01).

Results – Conspecific Condition
Apes interacted with the ropes (mean time touching rope ⫽
35 ⫾ 2 s) but relatively rarely together. Overall subjects spent an
average of only 5% of their time touching the same rope as their
conspecific partner, and only 29% of subjects spent any time
simultaneously handling the same rope with their partner. The
percent of time touching the same rope varied significantly as a
function of age (F1,48 ⫽ 13.32, p ⬍ .01). Individuals in the
younger age group spent a greater percentage of time touching the
same rope (10 ⫾ 3%) than individuals in the older group (0.8 ⫾
0.3%). There were no species differences (F1,48 ⫽ 2.15, p ⫽ .15).

Results – Human Condition
The total amount of time touching the ropes did not differ between
the conspecific and human conditions (Conspecific: 34.8 ⫾ 2.4 s;
Human: 30.2 ⫾ 2.6 s; F1,52 ⫽ 0.01, p ⫽ .53). However, subjects
spent a much greater percentage of time touching the same rope as
the human (46 ⫾ 5%) than they did touching the same rope as their
partner in the conspecific condition (5 ⫾ 1%; F1,40 ⫽ 35.19, p ⬍
.01). Overall 57% of subjects spent some time touching the same
rope as the human. Subjects also spent a greater percentage of time
simultaneously touching the same rope as their conspecific partner
in this condition, compared with when a human was not present
(Conspecific: 5 ⫾ 1%; Human: 14 ⫾ 3%; F1,40 ⫽ 18.86, p ⬍ .01).
There were no effects of species (F1,42 ⫽ 0.82, p ⫽ .37) or age
group (F1,42 ⫽ 0.16, p ⫽ .69) on the percentage of time that
subjects manipulated the same rope as the human.

Discussion
Subjects were always paired with a conspecific and had the
opportunity to interact alone or together with one of three ropes.
Overall subjects spent little time interacting together with the ropes
and younger individuals were more likely to exhibit joint activity
with a conspecific than adults, echoing the results of past obser-
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vational studies (Mendoza-Granados & Sommer, 1995; Nishida &
Wallauer, 2003; Takeshita & Walraven, 1996). Subjects were
more interested in interacting together with the ropes when a
human was present, possibly as a byproduct of the human structuring the activity by presenting himself as a willing play partner,
or perhaps simply because of the movement of the rope that the
human manipulated. Because all subjects participated in these
conditions in the same order, it is also possible that order effects
contributed to the difference between conditions.
The finding that apes spent little time simultaneously interacting
with the same rope suggests that social tolerance levels may limit
joint instrumental activities. For example many reports of triadic
play in apes describe activities in which one individual possesses
an object that she tries to keep away from the other, and it is
uncommon for apes to spend prolonged periods simultaneously
interacting with the same object (Ramsey & Mcgrew, 2005; Tanner & Byrne, 2010). Further, experimental studies of ape cooperation have highlighted the constraining role of social tolerance in
collaborative activities (Hare et al., 2007; Melis, Hare, & Tomasello, 2006b). However, the current study cannot differentiate
between low levels of joint engagement caused by constraints on
tolerance, or a lack of motivation for joint activities with conspecifics. We address these two possibilities in Experiment 3.

Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was designed to test whether subjects infrequently
interacted together with the ropes as a result of a lack of motivation
(i.e., subjects did not wish to interact together) or as a result of
tolerance constraints (i.e., subjects were averse to sharing a resource). Here, a single rope was provided to a pair of bonobos or
chimpanzees. In some trials a human also played with this rope as
in Experiment 2. If subjects were unmotivated (but capable) of
interacting together with objects in Experiment 2, we predicted
that joint activity would increase when subjects were limited to a
single object. However, if low tolerance precluded subjects from
interacting together in Experiment 2 (i.e., subjects could not share
the same physical resource), we predicted them to show similarly
limited interaction when only one rope was available.
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before the experiment. The same pairs were tested in both the
conspecific and human conditions, which were always administered in this order. The center of one nylon rope (3 m) was attached
to the enclosure mesh ⬃1 m above the ground such that it was
divided into two segments of equal length.
Procedure, scoring, and analysis. The procedure, scoring
and analysis were identical to Experiment 2 except that only 1 rope
was available.

Results – Conspecific Condition
Subjects spent a much higher percentage of time touching the
same rope as their conspecific partner in Experiment 3 (M ⫽ 52%)
than Experiment 2 (Figure 2; M ⫽ 5%; t129 ⫽ ⫺9.28, p ⬍ .01).2
Compared with only 29% of subjects in Experiment 2, 77% of
subjects spent time simultaneously touching the rope with their
partner when only 1 rope was available to the pair. As shown in
Figure 3, the percent of time that subjects simultaneously touched
the rope was significantly higher in chimpanzees (63 ⫾ 6%) than
bonobos (44 ⫾ 9%; F1,51 ⫽ 9.84, p ⬍ .01). The younger and older
age groups did not differ in the percentage of time that subjects
touched the rope simultaneously (Young: 59 ⫾ 6%, Old: 51 ⫾ 9%;
F1,51 ⫽ 2.10, p ⫽ .15).

Results – Human Condition
The majority of subjects (77%) spent some time interacting with
the object together with the human, and 55% of subjects manipulated the rope simultaneously with their conspecific partner in this
condition. The percent of time that subjects spent simultaneously
touching the rope with their conspecific partner was significantly
higher in chimpanzees (49 ⫾ 6%) than bonobos (29 ⫾ 9%; F1,44 ⫽
15.89, p ⬍ .01), mirroring the results of the conspecific condition.
Across species, individuals in the younger age group spent a
significantly greater percentage of time touching the rope simultaneously (52 ⫾ 6%) than individuals in the older age group (25 ⫾
7%; F1,44 ⫽ 17.82, p ⬍ .01).

Discussion
Method
Subjects and apparatus. All subjects lived at the sanctuaries
described in Experiment 1. Forty-two chimpanzees (23 males, 19
females) and 32 bonobos (16 males, 16 females) participated
(Table S1). Apes were tested in male–male (MM), male–female
(MF), and female–female (FF) pairs. No individuals were used in
multiple pairs. As in Experiment 2, we divided pairs of both
species into a younger group (both apes ⱕ8 years; 20 chimpanzees—mean age: 6.0 ⫾ 0.4 years, 20 bonobos—mean age: 5.4 ⫾
0.4 years) and older group (both apes ⱖ8 years; 22 chimpanzees—
mean age: 15.0 ⫾ 0.7 years, 12 bonobos - 13.9 ⫾ 1.6 years) with
multiple instances of each pair type (MM, MF, FF) in both age
groups for both species (chimpanzees pairs—younger: 3 FF, 4
MM, 3 MF, older: 3 FF, 4 MM, 4 MF; bonobo pairs—younger: 3
FF, 4 MM, 3 MF, older: 3 FF, 2MM, 1MF – because of demographic limitations there was only one MF pair in the older group
of bonobos). Individual apes within each pair lived in the same
social group at the sanctuary and were familiar with one another

These results suggest that it is a lack of motivation for joint
interaction, and not tolerance that constrained joint activity in
Experiment 2. With only one rope available, individuals of both
species tolerated a conspecific handling the same rope simultaneously. Indeed, subjects spent approximately half of the trial handling the rope simultaneously even when a human was not present.
In addition, the observed species difference also suggests that
tolerance does not constrain object-based interactions in the same
way it affects activities involving food. Specifically, chimpanzees—whose low social tolerance constrains cooperation for food
(Melis et al., 2006b)—interacted together more than bonobos, who
exhibit greater tolerance in cofeeding contexts (Hare et al., 2007).
Finally, as in Experiment 2, the youngest individuals were again
the most likely to interact with the object jointly.
2
The percent time touching the rope simultaneously was similar for
subjects that had (mean ⫽ 47 ⫾ 7%) or had not (mean ⫽ 55 ⫾ 6%)
participated in Experiment 2 (t65 ⫽ 0.8, p ⫽ 0.38).
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contexts. However, Experiments 1–3 cannot address whether nonhuman apes represent shared intentions toward joint activities in
the manner characteristic of human children. Therefore in Experiments 4 and 5 we used interruption periods similar to Warneken
et al. (2006) and observed apes’ reactions to a disruption of the
social activity. In Experiment 4 a human played jointly with an
individual ape; then the experimenter interrupted the activity to
observe whether subjects would try to reengage the experimenter.
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Method
Subjects and apparatus. All subjects lived at the sanctuaries
described in Experiment 1. Fourteen chimpanzees (7 females, 7
males, mean age 4.2 ⫾ 1.1 year, range ⫽ 3–7) and 8 bonobos (2
female, 6 male; mean age 4.8 ⫾ 1.7 years range ⫽ 4 – 6) participated. An additional 2 chimpanzees and 6 bonobos were tested but
excluded from analysis because of poor video quality that precluded coding these sessions.
Procedure, scoring, and analysis. Each subject was tested
in two social games, the ball game and the stick game. The
Figure 2. The percent of time that subjects simultaneously touched the
same rope as their conspecific partner. Chimpanzees and bonobos spent a
much greater proportion of time interacting with the rope together when
there was only one rope to be shared (Experiment 3) than when multiple
ropes were available (Experiment 2).

Experiment 4
Experiments 1–3 showed that chimpanzees and bonobos are
motivated by, and capable of triadic activities in some simple

Figure 3. The percent of time that chimpanzees and bonobos simultaneously touched the rope with their conspecific partner in Experiment 3.
Chimpanzees spent a greater proportion of time touching the rope together
than bonobos (1) when the activity included only conspecifics, and (2)
when a human presented himself as a play partner.

Figure 4. Participation in the social games from Experiment 4. A, The
average number of times per trial that chimpanzees hit, pushed, or threw
the ball back to the experimenter. B, The percent of trials that subjects
self-handicapped during the stick game. Unlike previous studies in which
chimpanzees showed little interest in social games designed for human
children, apes in these studies actively participated in triadic social games
with a human partner.
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order in which these games occurred was counterbalanced
across subjects. We conducted four trials of both games, each of
which was followed by a 30-second period, during which the
experimenter disrupted the social game. In the ball game, the
experimenter attempted to engage subjects in a game of catch
with a soccer ball. During the 1-min trials, the experimenter
kneeled ⬃1 m from the subjects, threw the ball to the subject
(subjects could reach the ball by extending their arms out of the
enclosure), and then reached his hands out and verbally encouraged the subject to return the ball. If the subject returned the
ball, the experimenter reinitiated this sequence. If the subject
directed the ball elsewhere, or tried to retain possession of the
ball, the experimenter retrieved the ball and restarted the sequence by again throwing the ball to the subject. In the stick
game, the experimenter poked and tickled the subject through
the enclosure mesh with a small stick in a playful manner.
Following each 1-min trial, the experimenter turned sideways to
the subject, placed the object (ball or stick) on the ground
beside him and remained passive for 30 seconds.
From video, we coded behaviors during the 1-min trials and the
30-s interruption periods. In the ball game, we coded the number
of times that subjects exchanged the ball with the experimenter (1)
unintentionally or (2) intentionally. We defined exchanges as
incidents in which the experimenter delivered the ball to the
subject, the ball touched the subject’s hands or feet, and the ball
came back to the experimenter (unintentionally or intentionally).
Exchanges were categorized as intentional if the subject redirected
the ball to the experimenter using a hitting, pushing, or throwing
motion. All other cases in which the subject lost possession of the
ball, hit, pushed, or threw the ball elsewhere, were coded as
unintentional exchanges.
In the stick game, we coded whether subjects self-handicapped
during the trial. Self-handicapping is a behavior in which one play
partner intentionally puts him or herself at a disadvantage while
engaged in a social game (Bauer & Smuts, 2007; Bekoff & Byers,
1998; Nishida, Kano, Goodall, Mcgrew, & Nakamura, 1999;
Petrù, Spinka, Charvatova, & Lhota, 2009). Here, we defined
self-handicapping as the subject turning her back while being
poked or tickled and attempting to grab the stick from behind her
body as an indication of subjects adopting complementary roles
during social play.
During the interruption periods of both games we coded (1)
whether the subject touched the object (ball or stick) and (2)
whether the subject touched the experimenter. During the stick
game we also coded whether subjects touched the experimenter
with the stick during the interruption as a possible indication of
reciprocating roles in the game. Because of limitations in the
video quality we were unable to code more subtle behaviors
such as gaze alternation. All trials were coded from video by a
primary coder. A second coder scored 36% of trials in the ball
game, and 27% of trials in the stick game, to assess interrater
reliability. All measures had good interrater reliability (Ball
game - number intentional exchanges, Pearson correlation ⫽
0.90; number unintentional exchanges, Pearson correlation ⫽
0.87; touch object,  ⫽ 0.93; touch experimenter,  ⫽ 0.80;
Stick game—self-handicap,  ⫽ 0.75; touch object,  ⫽ 0.91;
touch experimenter,  ⫽ 0.78; touch experimenter with stick,
 ⫽ N/A, 100% agreement).
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Results
Both chimpanzees and bonobos participated in the ball game.
100% of subjects manipulated the ball when it was thrown to them,
and 59% of subjects scored at least one intentional exchange with
the experimenter. On average chimpanzees intentionally exchanged the ball 5 ⫾ 1.7 times per trial versus 22 ⫾ 3 times per
trial for unintentional exchanges. Bonobos intentionally exchanged the ball an average of 2 ⫾ 1 times per trial versus 13 ⫾
5 times time per trial for unintentional exchanges (Figure 4).
Although chimpanzees intentionally exchanged the ball more frequently than bonobos, the relative percentage of intentional exchanges was similar between the two species (chimpanzees: 15 ⫾
4%; bonobos: 12 ⫾ 11%; t20 ⫽ 0.23, p ⫽ .82).
During the interruption period, both species made physical
contact with the experimenter (chimpanzees: 32% trials; bonobos:
28% trials), the ball (chimpanzees: 75% trials; bonobos: 41%
trials), and occasionally both the ball and the experimenter (chimpanzees: 27% trials; bonobos 13% trials) possibly as attempts to
reinstate the game. Overall, chimpanzees were more likely to
touch the ball than the experimenter during the interruption period
(12 ⫽ 9.6, p ⬍ .01). Bonobos touched the ball and the experimenter approximately equally during the interruption periods
(12 ⫽ 0.73, p ⫽ .39). Direct comparisons of the two species
revealed that chimpanzees were more likely to touch the ball
during the interruption than bonobos (t20 ⫽ 2.6, p ⫽ .02) but that
both species touched the experimenter, and both the ball and the
experimenter (during the same interruption period) at similar
frequencies (touch human: t20 ⫽ 0.27, p ⫽ .79; ball and human:
t20 ⫽ 1.26, p ⫽ .22).
Both species also actively participated in the stick game, frequently self-handicapping while the experimenter attempted to
poke or tickle them with the stick. 96% of subjects exhibited
self-handicapping on at least one trial. On average, chimpanzees
self-handicapped on 75 ⫾ 8% of trials and bonobos selfhandicapped on 75 ⫾ 11% of trials (Figure 4). When the game was
interrupted, apes of both species touched the experimenter (chimpanzees: 64% trials; bonobos: 69% trials), the stick (chimpanzees:
16% trials; bonobos: 25% trials) and sometimes both (chimpanzees: 11% trials; bonobos: 22% trials), possibly in an attempt to
continue the activity. Both chimpanzees and bonobos were more
likely to touch the experimenter, than the object during the interruption period (chimpanzees: 12 ⫽ 18.7, p ⬍ .01; bonobos: 12 ⫽
7.35, p ⬍ .01). Direct comparisons of the two species revealed no
differences in the percent of trials that subjects touched the experimenter, the stick, or both during the interruption period (touch
experimenter: t20 ⫽ 0.32, p ⫽ .75; touch stick: t20 ⫽ 0.78, p ⫽ .20;
touch both: t20 ⫽ 0.12, p ⫽ .25). Lastly, 4 chimpanzees, but no
bonobos touched the experimenter with the stick (one trial each)
during the interruption.

Discussion
In this experiment chimpanzees and bonobos engaged in objectbased social games with a human experimenter either by passing a
ball back and forth (similar to human children in Ratner & Bruner,
1978; Gustafson et al., 1979) or by self-handicapping to facilitate
object play. In addition, during interruption periods both species
frequently touched the experimenter rather than simply attempting
to participate in the game individually as in Warneken (2006).
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Therefore chimpanzees and bonobos are motivated by (and capable of) some object-oriented social games, and they direct behaviors toward their social partner when the game is interrupted.
However, few subjects ever attempted to reverse roles in the stick
game (e.g., by tickling or poking the experimenter with the stick
during the interruptions).
By replicating the paradigm used by Warneken et al. (2006), we
did not run a baseline condition (i.e., a dyadic interaction). This
makes subjects’ behavior during the interruption periods difficult
to interpret. Subjects’ tendency to touch the experimenter and
objects may have been an attempt to reinstate the activity. However, subjects’ actions may also reflect alternative intentions (e.g.,
simple interest in the object or experimenter unrelated to the
previously established social activity). Thus, while we attained
positive results, there was no unambiguous behavior that would
conclusively indicate active reengagement attempts. Therefore in
the final study we replicated Experiment 4 but also included a
control condition that did not include triadic interaction with an
object.

Experiment 5
In Experiment 5 we replicated Experiment 4, adding a control
condition in which the experimenter interacted with the subject
dyadically (but in the presence of the object) before the interruption period.

Method
Subjects and apparatus. Eight chimpanzees (6 males, 2 females, mean age ⫽ 5.6 ⫾ 0.5 years, range ⫽ 4 – 8) and 16 bonobos
(9 males, 7 females, mean age ⫽ 7.2 ⫾ 0.7 years, range ⫽ 3–12)
participated (Table S1). Five of the chimpanzees and three of the
bonobos had previously participated in Experiment 4 (approximately 1 year beforehand).
Procedure, scoring, and analysis. The procedure was identical to the ball game in Experiment 4 except that we now
included four control trials in which the experimenter played
socially with the subject (e.g., by patting or grasping the subject’s hands or feet in a playful manner while mimicking ape
laughter) without incorporating the object. During control trials
the ball was positioned to the side of the experimenter and was
thus visible, and physically accessible to the subject, as in test
trials. We conducted four test and four control trials per subject,
administered in two consecutive blocks, the order of which was
counterbalanced between subjects. All trials were 90 seconds in
length. Following the procedure of Experiment 4, every trial
(test and control) was followed by a 30-second interruption
period during which the experimenter turned sideways to the
subject, placed the ball on the ground beside him, and remained
passive for 30 seconds. We coded the same measures during the
test trials and interruption as in Experiment 4. A second coder
naïve to the purpose of the study scored 27% of video to assess
interrater reliability. All dependent measures had good interrater reliability (number intentional exchanges: Pearson correlation ⫽ 0.99; unintentional exchanges: Pearson correlation ⫽ 0.96;
touch object:  ⫽ 0.96, touch experimenter:  ⫽ 0.92).

Results
As in Experiment 4, subjects of both species actively participated in the game. 87% of subjects manipulated the ball when it
was thrown to them, and 38% of subjects scored at least one
intentional exchange with the experimenter. Chimpanzees intentionally exchanged the ball with the experimenter an average of
13 ⫾ 4 times per trial and unintentionally exchanged the ball 31 ⫾
4 times per trial. Bonobos intentionally exchanged the ball on far
fewer trials (1 ⫾ 0.7) and unintentionally exchanged the ball 23 ⫾
5 times per trial. The percent of exchanges characterized as intentional was significantly higher in chimpanzees than bonobos
(t8.83 ⫽ 2.6, p ⫽ .03).
To address whether subjects’ behavior during the interruption
period differed following the test or control trials, we made withinsubjects comparisons for each of the dependent measures recorded
during the interruptions. For chimpanzees, the number of interruption periods that subjects touched the experimenter, or the ball was
unrelated to whether the interruption followed a test or control trial
(touch ball— control: 3.5 ⫾ 0.3, test: 2.9 ⫾ 0.3; t7 ⫽ 1.9, p ⫽ .10;
touch experimenter— control: 3.1 ⫾ 0.4, test: 2.3 ⫾ 0.5; t7 ⫽ 1.22,
p ⫽ .26). Surprisingly, chimpanzees were more likely to touch
both the experimenter and the ball (during the same interruption)
following control trials than test trials (control – 2.6 ⫾ 0.4, Test
1.3 ⫾ 0.5; t7 ⫽ 2.43, p ⫽ .05). For bonobos, none of these
measures differed between interruptions following test or control
trials (touch ball— control: 1.5 ⫾ 0.4, test: 1.4, ⫾ .04; t15 ⫽ 0.37,
p ⫽ .71; touch experimenter— control: 1.1 ⫾ 0.3, test: 0.6 ⫾ 0.2;
t15 ⫽ 1.26, p ⫽ .23; touch both— control: 0.4 ⫾ 0.2, test: 0.1 ⫾
0.1; t15 ⫽ 1.17, p ⫽ .26).
To assess overall patterns during the interruption periods, and to
directly compare chimpanzees and bonobos, we conducted
repeated-measures ANOVAs with species and condition (test,
control) as factors. Analysis of the number of interruption periods
that subjects touched the ball revealed a main effect of species
(F1,22 ⫽ 16.74, p ⬍ .01) indicating that chimpanzees touched the
ball more frequently than bonobos across conditions (chimpanzee:
3.2 ⫾ 0.3, bonobo: 1.5 ⫾ 0.2). There was no main effect of
condition (F1,22 ⫽ 1.17, p ⫽ .29), or condition by species interaction (F1,22 ⫽ 0.34, p ⫽ .57). Analysis of the number of interruption periods that subjects touched the experimenter showed the
same pattern. Overall, chimpanzees touched the experimenter
more frequently than bonobos (chimpanzee: 2.7 ⫾ 0.2, bonobo:
0.9 ⫾ 0.2; F1,22 ⫽ 41.81, p ⬍ .01), and there was no effect of
condition (F1,22 ⫽ 3.32, p ⫽ .08), or condition by species interaction (F1,22 ⫽ 0.25, p ⫽ .62). Lastly, analysis of the number of
interruptions that subjects touched both the ball and the experimenter revealed a main effect of condition (F1,22 ⫽ 10.73, p ⬍
.01), species (F1,22 ⫽ 36.24, p ⬍ .01), and a condition by species
interaction (F1,22 ⫽ 5.14, p ⫽ .03). Specifically there was an
overall pattern for subjects to touch both the ball and the experimenter more frequently following the control (1.5 ⫾ 0.2) than test
trials (0.7 ⫾ 0.2), and this difference was larger in chimpanzees
than bonobos.

Discussion
This experiment largely replicated the findings of Experiment 4
showing that nonhuman apes will engage in triadic joint activities
with a human. Chimpanzees showed the strongest motivation and
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capacity for joint activity, exchanging the ball more readily than
bonobos. The inclusion of a control condition suggested that
subjects’ behaviors during the interruption of the triadic game
were not solely for the purpose of restarting joint interaction with
the object. Instead, subjects were just as likely to show these same
behaviors after a bout of dyadic as opposed to triadic activity. This
suggests that subjects were using these behaviors to engage the
experimenter more generally and were not specific to the previously established social activity.
However, these findings also point out the difficulty of interpreting nonhuman apes’ behavior in these kinds of tasks. Without
verbal exchanges expressing joint commitment, it is unclear what
nonverbal behaviors would indicate shared intentions in a nonhuman species (but for possible approaches see Greenberg, Hamann,
Warneken, & Tomasello, 2010; Hamann, Warneken, Greenberg, &
Tomasello, 2011).

General Discussion
In these five studies, chimpanzees and bonobos demonstrated
the capacity and interest for a variety of triadic social activities.
These findings are consistent with observational studies of these
species (Gómez, 2010; Goodall, 1986; Kano, 1992; Nishida et al.,
1999; Ramsey & Mcgrew, 2005; Tanner & Byrne, 2010), and
indicate that the results of Warneken et al. (2006) should be
interpreted with caution. Specifically, the lack of interest in social
games reported by Warneken et al. may have been specific to the
nature of the activities, which were designed for human children.
Here, we used relatively simple social games, based on those
reported to occur spontaneously in observational studies of apes
(Gómez, 2010; Ramsey & Mcgrew, 2005; Tanner & Byrne, 2010),
and observed near-universal participation. In addition, subjects of
both species showed interest and skill at participating in a turntaking game similarly to human children (Gustafson et al., 1979;
Ratner & Bruner, 1978), and some chimpanzee subjects touched
the experimenter with the stick during the interruption periods, a
possible indication of reciprocating roles.
Nonetheless, our findings support the hypothesis that humans
may differ from other apes in terms of our motivation to share
social activities. Although bonobos and chimpanzees were tolerant
enough to interact jointly with an object, they did not prefer to do
so when the interaction was with a conspecific. These findings
complement recent work comparing human children and chimpanzees on cooperative tasks; compared with children who preferred
to work together, chimpanzees showed no preference between
individual and collaborative solutions to a food-acquisition task
(Rekers, Haun, & Tomasello, 2011).
Our findings may be interpreted to support the hypothesis that
nonhuman apes do not have the inherent social motivation to
support the development of shared intentions (Tomasello et al.,
2005). However, it is unknown to what degree the apparent gulf
between humans and other apes is also affected by ontogenetic
factors. To our knowledge, all studies of shared intentions in
humans have been conducted in postindustrialized nations, and
little is known about the development of these social– cognitive
abilities cross-culturally (Tomasello, 2011). However, the growing
field of cross-cultural developmental psychology suggests that the
basic sociocognitive abilities of human children show remarkably
similar trajectories despite enormous differences in the ontogenetic
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environment (Callaghan et al., 2011; Shahaeian, Peterson, Slaughter, & Wellman, 2011). Similarly, although apes raised in human
environments differ behaviorally from wild apes, “enculturated”
apes never develop many of the sociocognitive skills believed to
underlie shared intentions in humans (Call, 2009; Carpenter, Tomasello, & Savage-Rumbaugh, 1995; Gómez, 2010; Greenfield &
Savage-Rumbaugh, 1991). Therefore, uniquely human biology, in
conjunction with species-typical ontogeny, supports the development of skills for shared intentionality.
In previous studies of ape cooperation, tolerance has been
shown to constrain a dyad’s ability to collaborate (Hare et al.,
2007; Melis et al., 2006b). Nevertheless, it is unlikely that social
intolerance is the predominant explanation for the low levels of
conspecific interaction that we observed. Both species were capable of handling an object jointly even though they did not spontaneously prefer this option. Therefore, object-based interactions
are simply not constrained by tolerance in the same way as
cooperation to obtain food (Hare et al., 2007). This finding has
implications for the evolution of human cooperation and culture,
because greater social tolerance has been suggested as one important precursor to human-like social systems (Hare, 2007; Tomasello, 2011). Our results indicate that these evolutionary shifts in
social tolerance may have been specific to the cooperative acquisition and sharing of food, practices that are common across
human societies (Hill et al., 2009; Hill, Kaplan, Lancaster, &
Hurtado, 2000).
Another important factor shaping coordinated social activity is
the identity of the social partner. The experiments in which young
children have shown the most coordination toward shared activities have incorporated an adult, who helps to scaffold the cooperative activity (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Warneken et al.,
2006). Our data suggest that this is also the context in which
nonhuman apes are most likely to engage in coordinated collaborative behavior. Bakeman and Adamson (1984) directly compared infants’ abilities to engage in joint activities with a parent, or
a peer, and reported that joint engagement was much more common when infants interacted with their mothers. Therefore careful
comparisons of pairs of apes and human children tested under
similar circumstances will be important for future research on this
topic.
The experiments reported here complement earlier studies of
triadic interactions in great apes, which have described the behavior of smaller samples in great detail. By testing a large, demographically diverse sample of apes we were able to compare
behavior across species, sexes, and age groups. These comparisons
provide an important measure of inter- and intraspecific variation
not previously described. However, by virtue of our sample size
and design, it was impractical to evaluate behavior with the level
of detail employed in more intensive investigations (e.g., Gómez,
2010; Pika & Zuberbuhler, 2008; Tanner & Byrne, 2010). Because
each of these approaches has tradeoffs with regard to scope and
detail, we anticipate that they will play complementary roles in
future research on this topic.
Lastly, measuring the spontaneous behavior of subjects may not
be the most powerful way to assess an understanding of shared
intentions in nonhumans (for other approaches see Greenberg et
al., 2010; Hamann et al., 2011). Future tests may benefit by
incorporating the more recent procedures developed by Warneken
et al. (2012) to determine whether nonhuman apes respond differ-
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ently to play partners who disrupt the activity because they are
unable versus unwilling to participate. Given the motivational
results above, this paradigm will be most powerfully adopted with
a large group of young bonobos and chimpanzees. In addition, the
social tasks reported here could easily be incorporated into such a
design to assure that ape subjects are interested and motivated by
the social games. Finally, recent advances in noninvasive eye
tracking (e.g., Kano & Tomonaga, 2011; Myowa-Yamakoshi,
Scola, & Hirata, 2012) may also help to characterize subtle behaviors such as gaze alternation, and looking to the experimenter’s
face during the disrupted social activities.
Taken together, these experiments support the hypothesis that
our species’ capacity for cooperation emerged from preexisting
capabilities for coordinated action, likely present in the last common ancestor of bonobos, chimpanzees, and humans. Building on
these capacities, humans have evolved unique motivations for
collaboration, supported by a psychological system for understanding, and sharing intentions with others. The extent to which these
capacities are shared with other primates remains an important
topic for empirical study.
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